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ICYMI: Scott Walker Shares His Vision for Wisconsin in Elkhorn and Franklin
[Madison, Wis.] – This weekend, Scott Walker met with supporters and friends in Elkhorn and
Franklin to discuss his agenda that will keep Wisconsin working for generations to come.
Wisconsin’s comeback is strong under Scott Walker’s leadership. With six consecutive months of
unemployment below 3 percent and after we’ve put more people to work this year in Wisconsin than
ever before, Scott Walker is moving Wisconsin forward. At both his stops in Elkhorn and Franklin,
Scott Walker fired up our grassroots army of supporters, and encouraged those in attendance to
remain active during this campaign cycle to ensure that we keep Wisconsin working for generations
to come on Election Day.
Read more from The Janesville Gazette here or find excerpts below:
Walker campaign visits Elkhorn
By Catherine W. Idzerda
The Janesville Gazette
Gov. Scott Walker high-fived a 2-year old, listened to the thanks of his supporters and took photos
with innumerable fans at a campaign stop Sunday.
Walker also he told his supporters gathered at Walworth County Republican Party headquarters that
Wisconsin is in good shape now and, if he is re-elected, things are only going to get better.
“We’ve got a really great story to tell,” he said. “We now have more people in the workforce than
ever before in the history of the state. We’ve had six consecutive months of unemployment below 3
percent.”
The biggest challenge now isn’t unemployment, he said. It’s finding people to fill all of the jobs.
Walker also touted his budget surplus, his tax relief efforts, and the Legislature’s decision to freeze

tuition in the UW System for six years.
If Walker is re-elected, he said he has plans for more tax cuts and incentives including up to $5,000
in tax credits for graduates from two- or four-year Wisconsin colleges. Those credits would be
available to students who agree to work in the state for at least five years after graduation.
He said he also is looking at adding more tax credits to help families pay for childcare. …
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